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the Royal Ministry of Education and chairman of the 
Swedish Committee for ESRO, have been elected vice
chairmen. 

PROFESSOR IaoR TAMM, of the Rockefeller University, 
has been awarded the Alfred Benzon Prize for 1967 for 
his achievements in virus research. The award was made 
in Copenhagen and Dr Tamm became the first American 
to receive the award of $3,600 and to deliver the Alfred 
Benzon Lecture. 

ERRATUM. In the N ews and Views note "Royal Society 
Blooming" (Nature, 216, 841; 1967), the study group 
under the chairmanship of Dr H. A. Cole should be 
described as being concerned with marine pollution. 

CORRESPONDENCE 

The Brain Drain 
Srn,-The emigration from Britain of trained scientists 
and engineers is a matter on which expatriate Britons 
also reflect. I came to the United States 15 years ago, 
before the brain drain bocf1me fashionable, and have 
observed the drain mainly from the American end, though 
I have kept in touch with the situation at home through 
my annual visits to Britain. Because my experience has 
lain principally in British and American universities, I 
am better acquf1inted with the flow of scientists and 
engineers from and to these institutions than I am with 
conditions in industry. But I assume that a reversal of 
the brain drain in the educational and research fields 
would not be frowned on in Britain. 

It is of advantage to Britain that its young scientists 
and engineers should spend two or three years iu a new 
environment learning new m ethods. The only real prob
lem is to get them back again after they have spent some 
time in North America. 

The British Government's Working Group on Migration 
and the leading article in Nature of October 14, J 967, wish 
to attribute the brain drain mainly to the higher dollar 
salaries current in North America. This idea must be 
based on arithmetic alone: £5,000 converted at 2·8 yields 
$14,000 ($12,000 since November 18) and therefore 
$14,000 presumably enables a man and his family to live 
in North America in the way he could live in Britain if 
he earned £5,000. An illusion such as this can only be 
dispelled by living for a time on this side of the Atlantic 
as an ordinary resident and not as a much-feted temporary 
visitor. Before I came to the United States I was a 
department head in the University of London and I am 
now one in my present post. On our visits to Britain, my 
wife and I havo noticed that our friends who are depart
ment heads and their families live precisely the kind of 
lives which we would choose to livo were wo back at home, 
and which wo do live in the United States as far as cir
cumstances permit. Our friends have pleasant houses, 
they own cars, they travel in Europe for their holidays, 
they send their children to schools of their choice, and so 
on. Yot the salaries of those mon, multiplied by 2·8, let 
alone by 2·4, yield sums in dollars that seem pathetically 
small compared with my salary at the University of 
Illinois. The arithmetic, however, takes no account of the 
inescapable circumstances of North American life such as 
the rigorous climate or the sheer size of the country, to 
name but two. To keep warm in t he bitter cold of winter 
and cool in the suffocating heat of summer is costly; the 
relatively thin spread of the population over this vast 
continent means heavy oxponditures on transportation. 
Undoubtedly a scientist or engineer, whether ho works in 
the United States or Britain, would like to have, and 
deserves, a good salary. H o does not want to see his 
family in straitened circumstances. But what con-
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stitutes a good salary in either country is not merely a 
matter of arithmetic and of cost of living indices. It is 
most easily arrived at by living in each country in turn 
and is largely conditioned by the individual's idea of the 
kind of life he and his family want to live. 

The Working Group on Migration is quoted in the New 
York Times of October 11 as stating that "the brain 
drain is essentially a consequence of a national attitude 
[in Britain]". This appears to me to be a far more pertinent 
remark than the pre-occupation with salaries converted 
from pounds to dollars at the official rate. Too often, as 
the British scene is viewed from a distance, the conclusion 
is reached that a man there regards his work as a boring 
nuisance which is to be got through with the least effort 
on his part and in any slipshod fashion. Against this, a 
man's income is sacrosanct and is owed to him by society 
irrespectivt of the quality of his work. Some years ago, in 
a large Glasgow factory, two or three workers were dis
missed for slovenly work. All the workers in the factory 
immediately went on strike: in their minds apparently 
performance and wages were unconnected. Such an 
attitude is the antithesis of that of the scientist and, I 
boliove, of the engineer as well. They would not be what 
they arc if they did not regard their occupations as 
absorbingly interesting in themselves and if they were not 
striving to do the best job they could. Moreover, they 
need the help of technicians if they are to operate success
fully. If the technicians were to adopt the attitude of the 
Glasgow factory workers, scientists and engineers would 
have to look forward to much time spent in a state of 
frustration. 

It is also sometim8s said that the brain drain is partly 
caused by the emphasis in Britain on "hierarchy and 
status". But this is no more than a minor irritant. The 
veneration accorded in Britain to membership in the Royal 
Society certainly looks faintly ridiculous from this side of 
the Atlantic. Over here, as far as I can judge, it is recog
nized that scientific genius is not the only passport to 
entry into academies like the US National Academy of 
Sciences or the British Royal Society. 

Neither salaries nor these British attitudes are insuper
able obstacles. Every society, the American included, has 
its disadvantages, and scientists and engineers are suffi
ciently intelligent people to realize this. As is reported in 
The Observer of October 15, it did not take Mr Philip 
Burnford, of Management Selection International, long 
to discover, after he had set up his office in New York, 
that many expatriate scientists and engineers wanted to 
go back to Britain if t hey could find out how to do it . 
But, apart from the question of method, I think that 
many of them doubt that they are wanted back at all. 
Most scientists are made to feel that their work has some 
value when colleagues in other institutions ask them to 
visit and lecture on the matters on which they are engaged. 
During the 15 years that I have been hero I have often 
been asked to lecture at other institutions in this con
tinent. I have also been invited to speak more than once 
at institutions in Germany, France and Portugal, countries 
that are not markedly richer than Britain. Yet it is only 
this year that, for the first time, an invitation of this 
kind has comt from Britain. Hitherto, I had supposed 
that the work I was doing was of no interest to British 
scientists. An important result of my visits to Britain 
this year has been that I have been able to see tho quite 
remarkable facilities available in a number of British 
universities. I am now ablo to encourage young expatriates 
to return in a way that was impossible to m e beforo. Those 
scientists who remain in Britain know what the expatriates 
are doing because scientists at home presumably read the 
t echnical American scientific journals. Graduate associa
tions also kcop addresses of expatriates and can say where 
a man is located. A little money must be spent if ex
patriates are to be invited to address their colleagues in 
Britain. But the cost is not as large as might be thought, 
because the trip across the Atlantic may well be combined 
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